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The Eighth Edition continues the approach of earlier editions in emphasizing rich, full-bodied
versions of the principal cases, and a functionalist approach to the problems of contract law. The
new edition includes a great number of new principal cases and case notes, as well as longer,
analytical notes on such issues as the differences between classical and modern contract law,
the role of the limits of cognition in contract law, and the role of probability in measuring
uncertain contract damages. The emphasis of previous editions on international contract law
continues in this new edition.

Best kept secret is that auto claims can be settled without an attorney. Auto Claims Without
Attorneys tells you how. -- Fred Smith, Newspaper Columnist, August 28, 1999About the
AuthorDoug Fitzpatrick was born and raised in Essex County, New Jersey, a suburb of New York
City. He attended Lake Forest College in Illinois where he studied psychology and received his
Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1970. Doug played quarterback and was tri-captain of the football
team his senior year.After working his way through law school as a private investigator, Doug
received his law degree from Chicago-Kent College of Law in 1975. Among his clients were
some notable personal injury attorneys. Doug also worked under cover for several major
insurance carriers to investigate fraud and abuse of the workers compensation system.After
graduation from law school, Doug moved to Arizona where he passed the bar exam in 1977. He
taught law at Phoenix College while launching his private practice. Doug has since practiced law
in Arizona s state and federal courts for 24 years.After moving to Arizona, Doug resided in
Phoenix where he met his lovely wife, Nancy. Doug and Nancy moved to the red rocks of
Sedona, in northern Arizona, in 1982 where they continue to reside with their daughters, Priscilla
and Courtney.In the early years, Doug had a general civil practice in which he performed a wide
range of legal services. Over more recent years, the emphasis of Doug s practice has shifted to
the personal injury arena. Doug has tried hundreds of cases and settled hundreds more.Doug
has observed that, for many claims, the injuries are not serious enough to be of interest to
attorneys who customarily represent personal injury clients on a one-third contingent fee basis.
Those with less serious injuries are often left to go it alone with the insurance adjuster in settling
their claims. As a result, claims are often settled for a fraction of what they re worth.This manual
was conceived for those auto accident victims who may not need an attorney to investigate and
negotiate settlement of their claims. Distilled from Doug s years of experience as an instructor,
private investigator, and attorney is this guide to the settlement process. This pro-consumer road
map will shed light on what needs to be done to get reasonably compensated by the insurance
company without paying one third or more of the recovery to an attorney.
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